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BY FIELD INHOMOGENEITY 
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Crane's early suggestion~l about locked-in motions pertained 

to the hunting about the locked-in stable orbi t 1)eing driven by a. 

field inhomogene1ty~ The study of these has not yet been carried 

out on the I111ao, but they have been seen by Courant using a 5% 
deviation in n in one out of 50 sectors. The special case at the 

tip of the necktie (tr'-.:-rr) has been under investigation with the 

111i80 because without inhomogeneities of field (i.e. with the 

homogeneous differential equation) it was easy to find the charac

teristic throbbing which goes with lock-in. In this cese the 

sectors themselves act as inhomogeneities which put energy into 

end which take energy out of the oscillation depending on the 

location of the peak of the oscillation in the focussing sector. 

An a.pproxj.me. te calculation of throbbing frequency and other 

2charecteristics was made for this case.

A similar primitive estimate using the method of MAC-DWK 4 
follows for the case in which G~:='::~,,1t'and the energy a.ddi tion or 

substraction is ca.used by an inhomogeneity, A F , occurring in 

some sector. We can be operating on an integral resonance or 

with a closed orbit fixed in the machine with a kink at the 

inhomogene i ty.

1. MAC 8 and Memo H.R. Crane "Locked-In Motion lt 
• 

2. MAC-DWK 4 uApprox. Ca.lculation of Non-Linear Lock-In at C") -=:. rl It • 



The energy added to the peak of the oscillation by the a.ction of 

the bump is: 

( 1) - PF, ~.f Xp ~. L.. r 
where Fp 

_ occurs in a focussing sector 

and (~'1 p is the change in amplitude as a result of one passage 

over the bump. //\:>.' is the circumferential length of the 

inhomogeneity, in the sketch this is a sector length. 
, 

~:-.ft: ,! I., :: J 1 s the ne t di Sp lacement of the partie1e in the direction 
(: ~ ( . 

(,f'Xof or opposed to the driving inhomogenei ty ,L.., F • ---rr;:.- is o -~ 

not the slope of the actual trajectory, but it is :~):_~! where 
!/jS!

;<_. is orbit position at exit of inhomogeneity is orbit 
.~ 

)\1 

position at entrance of inhomogeneity; it is the slope of the 

dotted and approximately sinusoidal curve about which the scalloped 

motion due to alternating gradients occurs. This sinusoidal motion 

1s: X-- X r·'··" /) 'J ('\ . r '-. /,)) (J'; --) 

and it is a closed orbit in the machine; i.e., it fits integrally 

or is an integral resonance except for the slight kink at the 

for small hunting. 

If'I) is the number of passa.ge s over the bump, (1 ) give s: 

(3 ) t} 'I p L:. F- L'\ \ r!J x-;rr;;- ---"I:: p - AiT 
.~' /1 ,(X .~ 
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.r"' or~ elY"J ~ t: <::.f ( ~ ';'/ ,'"
(4) .ch-;-:.- --p-;- / J() , P•.:.' 

.5 is the displacement of the bump from the peak of the sine 

curve. (This is the negative of the S used in the MAC-DWK 4> 
but c!j. ..-'

r &~) 
.- (as in (2) MAC..DWK 4) gives the change of-r - ---U.},. 

'/ r per passage over the bump due to a deviation fro-m the equili
........,)� 

brium frequency of oscillation 6)0 • 
) is the distance travelled betwe~n passages over the bump. 

So )) ,. 
(5) --:~,,~. 

{j r, (.(' oj
where ("J is and-::-r -It)

v I\P ( ·1 X c,
. / 'J' 

because the restoring forces are non-linear •. j;

lJ' :'f..., ,} 
Differentiating (5) and remembering~$?i J I P -- 71/ },

\ 

of (3): J~ I j' 

rx .( /' 'J t·) L t:- .( ( I 

( 6) l':--f/ -. -~ j (,,) il '-r- -'-~~~ \(', \ 
/ 'I, ",", .-'. v .... 'j;..i • r ~ ")' _J
L 1 ' .'~ p {-p . 

which is a second order differential equation wit~n oscillatory 

then dJ (~jIf (.J / / "/., 1"": and-,-- cons tant
-J f..... r . ~. ' .. ~J (/ / r 

where 

(8) 

d/0tJ 
~. 

.-, 4 
-_..~

c·,). l - --+-but is known to be roughly true from 
(j' 'oj 1/ ] /.;~ )� 

digital computor observation.� 
" .., '" e. '1.../:'f is the fractional cubic force at peak displace

ment giving regard to sign of e and i/'} and where our differential 

(Powell MAC-JLP - 1) 

\/' 
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then: -1 ;.-.-.-------..- ... ---..

(9) _(L -- (;.)0 Y If - 1:- f ~£ ~S 
11 '~" F- J 
t·~ }-

Ir 'j),,} is the number of bump passages per throb or wow and (L is 

the wavelength of the oscillation, 

(10) ?l:- _!J._~} _ 
I y"j� '/ li"l r - -:- -;.~"5~:~r:-~--

._ ... J tV '-) -rr=:"' 
." , ~ 

or the number of wavelengths per wow is:� 
-._....

, )..- .f-~ <..~\..s /~ ;.
'--- '-fr, _-;--. 

X r-';, 
A hunting orbit in the machine can be round whether or 

-1- ',/ (.: by just inverting the oscillation so has the 
) / ,,/ 

proper sign. Thus there is no question of the existence of a 

stable oscillation. An oscillation which fits half integrally 

around the machine will lock in with an erroneous //} in one sector 

as Courant has found; for ,/\ y:. and F~.) reverse sign together at an 

Ii) bump. Oscillations which take more than two revolutions to 

repeat were also found locked into an/)'') bump by Courant. This is 

understandable because the bump action goes to zero for trajectories 

crossing the ideal closed orbit in the sector with the erroneous It," 

The main lock-in action is still greatest for the lobe of the orbit 

with its peak hunting around the bump. 

The two dimensional case with coupling and the case of random 

bumps must be investigated for the actual accelerator. Also the 
t ,- '. 

limi ts of 16 j-: and r'~ X·· an'( ,.~). before lock-in is broken should be .. J-' ~J 

~. sought by closer examination of the problem. For example, large 
( . d)6)

negative 0 Xr~ will cause '~V:l:;; to vary and then (6) has an added 

term which weakens the restoring force for theS" oscillation. 
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This cranlac motion 1s an example of a special type of oscillation 

ebout the kinked closed orbit in an accelerator with en inhomo

geneity. The stability of this behavior in the presence of 

secular changes in n and larger inhomogeneities which would 

produce pronounced kinks are additional problems•. 


